Fall 2023 Restricted HSSEAS Engineering Courses for Concurrent Enrollment

(August 16, 2023)

Bioengineering 10
Bioengineering 100
Bioengineering C104
Bioengineering C105
Bioengineering C135
Bioengineering CM145
Bioengineering M153
Bioengineering C166
Bioengineering 177A
Bioengineering CM178
Bioengineering M182
Bioengineering M184
Bioengineering 188

Materials Science 33W
Materials Science 104
Materials Science 105
Materials Science 110
Materials Science 110L
Materials Science 130
Materials Science 160
Materials Science CM 163
Materials Science CM 180

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 105D
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 156A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 150A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 94
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 101
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 107
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 157
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 161A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 166A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 183A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering M183B

Chemical Engineering 100
Chemical Engineering 106
Chemical Engineering 101A
Chemical Engineering 104B
Chemical Engineering 109
Chemical Engineering C115
Chemical Engineering CM145

Civil and Environmental Engineering 91
Civil and Environmental Engineering 135A
Civil and Environmental Engineering 135L
Civil and Environmental Engineering 150
Civil and Environmental Engineering 156A
Civil and Environmental Engineering 190

All Computer Science courses restricted

All EE courses restricted except ECE 1, ECE 2 and ECE 133A

Engineering 23
Engineering 87
Engineering 96A
Engineering 96E
Engineering 96G
Engineering 96 I
Engineering 96R
Engineering 110
Engineering 111
Engineering 182EW
Engineering 183EW
Engineering 188EW
Engineering 192